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The Beresinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) physis of vorties in two-dimensional superondu-
tors at nite magneti eld is investigated by means of a eld-theoretial approah based on the
sine-Gordon model. This desription leads to a straightforward denition of the eld-indued mag-
netization and shows that the persistene of non-linear eets at low elds above the transition is a
typial signature of the fast divergene of the orrelation length within the BKT theory.
PACS numbers: 74.20.-z, 64.60.Ak, 74.72.-h
The Beresinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition
[1℄, namely the possibility to have a phase transition with
a vanishing order parameter but algebrai deay of the
orrelations, is undoubtedly one of the most fasinating
aspets of olletive phenomena. It nds experimental
realizations in a wide range of systems, as superuids or
superonduting (SC) lms[25℄ and reently old atomi
systems [6℄. One of the key ingredients of the BKT tran-
sition is the existene of vorties, that unbind in the high-
temperature phase leading to an exponential deay of the
orrelations. In order to treat suh unbinding transition
a very fruitful analogy was to represent the vorties as
harges performing a Debye-Hukel sreening transition
in a neutral Coulomb-gas problem, for whih a renormal-
ization group proedure an be implemented [2℄.
One speially interesting extension of the BKT transi-
tion is when a magneti eld is present, whih will im-
pose a population of vorties with a given vortiity in the
system. This has found reent experimental appliation
to thin lms[4, 5℄ or layered high-Tc superondutors[7℄.
Even in old atomi systems, a magneti eld an be
mimiked by imposing a rotation on the ondensate [6, 8℄.
For all these systems it is thus ruial to predit theoret-
ially how the magneti eld will aet the BKT transi-
tion and the various physial observables.
Due to the strong interest of suh a question, this prob-
lem has been addressed in the past [2, 911℄. Unfortu-
nately, ontrarily to the ase of the B = 0 transition,
the eorts have been partly unsatisfatory. In partiular
most of the literature on the subjet rested on extend-
ing the mapping to the Coulomb-gas problem, where the
eets of the magneti eld an be inorporated as an
exess of positive harges. However this mapping gives
the physial observables as a funtion of the magneti in-
dution B instead of the magneti eld H, whih is not
onvenient to desribe the physis at low applied eld.
An alternative approah to the BKT transition, whih
is of ourse well known for B = 0, is to use the map-
ping onto the sine-Gordon problem[2, 12℄, whih was
reviewed reently both in the ontext of quasi-2D su-
perondutors [13, 14℄ and old atomi systems [8℄. In
this Letter we show that this desription provides a very
simple and physially transparent way to deal with the
nite magneti eld ase. In our sheme the physial
observables have a straightforward denition, and the
role of both B and H is laried. In addition we also
present a variational alulation of the eld-indued dia-
magnetism in thin lms. It leads to a detailed desription
of the Meissner phase below TBKT and of the appearane
above TBKT of a non-linear magnetization at relatively
low elds, in ontrast to what expeted from standard
Ginzburg-Landau (GL) SC utuations[15℄.
As a starting model we onsider the XY model for the
phase of a 2D superondutor[2℄
H = J
∑
<i,j>
[1− cos(θi − θj − Fij)]. (1)
Here θi,j is the SC phase on two nearest-neighbor sites
(i, j) of a oarse-grained 2D lattie, J = Φ20d/16pi
3λ2 is
the 2D superuid stiness for a lm of thikness d and in-
plane penetration depth λ, and we employed a minimal-
oupling sheme for the vetor potential A, with Fij =
(2pi/Φ0)
∫ j
i
A·dl, and Φ0 = hc/2e the ux quantum. Due
to the periodiity of H when θ → θ + 2pi, beyond long-
wavelength phase exitations where θi − θj ≈ a∇θ varies
smoothly on the lattie sale a, vortex ongurations are
allowed where
∮ ∇θ = ±2pi over a losed loop. They
emerge learly by performing the standard dual mapping
of the model (1)[16℄. This allows us to write the partition
funtion of the system as a funtional integral over a
salar eld φ as Z =
∫ Dφe−SB ,
SB=
∫
drdz
[
(∇φ)2
2piK
− g
pia2
cos 2φ+
2i
Φ0
A·(∇× zˆφ)
]
δ(z),
(2)
where φ depends on the in-plane oordinates r only while
A depends in general also on the z oordinate. The
δ(z) funtion gives the proper boundary onditions for
2a truly 2D ase (where there is no SC urrent outside
the plane). In the physial ase of a SC lm of thik-
ness d we assume that the sample quantities are aver-
aged over |z| < d/2. In Eq. (2) we dened K = piJ/kBT
and g = 2pie−βµ, where µ is the hemial potential
of the vorties and e−βµ their fugaity (β = 1/kBT ).
While in the XY model µ/J is xed, µXY ≃ pi2J/2,
we onsider it as an independent variable[13℄. In the
dual representation (2) of the XY model (1) the osine
term aounts for vortex exitations: indeed, sine φ is
the dual eld of θ, a vortex, whih is a ±2pi kink in
the θ variable, is generated by the operator e−βµe±i2φ.
At high T φ loalizes in a minimun of the osine and
its onjugate eld θ is ompletely disordered, i.e. the
system looses the superuid behavior. The interation
V (r) between vorties (or harges in the Coulomb-gas
analogy[2, 12℄) follows from the Gaussian part of the a-
tion (2), V (r) =
∫
d2keik·rV (k) where V (k) = 〈|φ(k)|2〉,
and it is logarithmi sine V (k) = 2piK/k2.
The physial observables an be easily read out from
Eq. (2) and the free energy F = −kBT lnZ. For example,
the eletri urrent is:
Js(r, z) = −c ∂F
∂A(r, z)
= −2ickBT
Φ0
〈∇× zˆφ(r)〉δ(z), (3)
and it is purely transverse, as expeted for vortex exi-
tations. The magnetization M = (B−H)/4pi is dened,
as usual, as the funtional derivative of F with respet to
B(r, z) = ∇×A. By integrating by part, we an write the
last term of Eq. (2) as (2i/Φ0)
∫
drdz [B(r, z)· zˆφ(r)]δ(z),
so that:
M(r) = −1
d
∫
dz
∂F
∂B(r, z)
= −zˆ 2ikBT
dΦ0
〈φ(r)〉 , (4)
whih leads to Js = c(∇×M)[17℄. Finally, by exploiting
the fat that e−βµe±i2φ is the operator whih reates up
and down vorties with density n± respetively, we have
a straightforward denition of the average vortex number
nF = a
2(〈n+〉 + 〈n−〉) and of the exess vortex number
n = a2(〈n+〉 − 〈n−〉) per unit ell as a funtion of φ as:
nF = 2e
−βµ〈cos(2φ)〉, n = 2e−βµ〈sin(2φ)〉. (5)
In Eq. (4) the average value of φ is omputed with
the ation (2), so that it gives M as a funtion of the
magneti indution B. To obtain M as a funtion of
the applied eld H we must use the Gibbs free energy
G = −kBT lnZ, where Z =
∫ DφDAe−S and:
S = SB +
∫
drdz
{
(∇×A)2
8pikBT
− (∇×A) ·H
4pikBT
}
.
H satises the Maxwell equation ∇ × H = (4pi/c)Jext
for a given distribution Jext of external urrents. By
integrating out A in the radial gauge ∇ · A = 0, the
ation redues to:
S =
∫
d2k
(2pi)2
k2 + kΛ−1
2piK
|φ(k)|2 − g
pia2
∫
dr cos 2φ,
+
2i
Φ0
∫
drφ zˆ ·H0(r, z = 0)−
∫
drdz
(H0)2
8pikBT
, (6)
where 1/Λ = d/2λ2 = 8pi2KkBT/Φ
2
0. Here H
0
is
the magneti eld generated by Jext in the vauum,
i.e. it satises the same Maxwell equation as H, but
it is not onstrained to the boundary ondition that
B = 0 in the SC lm. Thus, using the Laplae for-
mula H
0(r) = (1/c)
∫
d3r′[Jext(r
′) × (r − r′)]/|r − r′|3.
The eet of integrating out the B eld is twofold. First,
one introdues an eetive sreening of the vortex po-
tential V (r). Indeed, thanks to the kΛ−1 term in Eq.
(6), V (r) ∼ log(r/a) up to a sale of order Λ, and then
deays as Λ/r[2, 10℄. Seond, one ouples diretly the
dual eld φ to the referene eld H0 used in the exper-
iments. We thus expet that in the Meissner phase M
inludes automatially the demagnetization eets, i.e.
−4piM = H0/(1−η)[17℄, where η is the demagnetization
onstant whih depends only on the sample geometry and
is near to 1 in a lm, η ∼ 1− d/R[17, 18℄, where R is the
transverse lm dimension.
The model (6) and the onstitutive equations (3)-(5)
establish a lear and general theoretial framework to ad-
dress the physis of 2D SC lms in a magneti eld. To
illustrate their usefulness we solve them by using a vari-
ational approximation. The idea is to replae the osine
interation in Eq. (6) with a mass term ∆2φ2, where ∆
is determined self-onsistently by minimizing the varia-
tional energy Gvar = G0 + T 〈S − S0〉, S0 being the trial
ation. At H
0 = 0 a nite ∆ appears above TBKT , whih
signals the loalization of φ in a minimum of the osine,
and ut-o at a sale 1/∆ the logarithmi vortex poten-
tial V (r). This allows for the proliferation of free-vortex
exitations. We then onsider the ase of a perpendiular
eld H = Hzˆ (in the following we drop the supersript
0) slowly varying over the lm. To aount for it we
introdue in the trial ation an additional variational pa-
rameter H¯ , oupled linearly to
∫
drφ in analogy with Eq.
(6), so that only the φ(k) omponent at the minimum k
value kmin ≃ 1/R ouples to H . A nite system size R
is needed to have nite demagnetization in the Meissner
phase, but its role at large elds (and in general above
TBKT ) is negligible. The trial ation is:
S0 =
1
2Ω
∑
k
[
G−1(k)φ(k)φ(−k)] + 2i
Φ0
H¯φ(kmin), (7)
where Ω ∼ R2 is the lm area andG−1(k) = (k2+kΛ−1+
(∆/a)2)/piK. Aording to Eq. (4) the magnetization is
related to ∆ and H¯ as
M = −kBT
dφ0
4piK
∆2 +∆2R
H¯a2
Φ0
≡ −kBT
dΦ0
M˜ (8)
3where M˜ is the dimensionless magnetization and
(∆R/a)
2 = 1/R2 + 1/RΛ is the intrinsi (i.e. T and H
independent) ut-o. By minimizing Gvar with respet
to (∆, H¯) we derive the two self-onsistent equations:
4Kg(∆+∆Λ)
K cosh(M˜) = ∆2 (9)
∆2 tanh(M˜) = nH(4piK)− M˜∆2R, (10)
where ∆Λ = ∆
2
RR/a and nH = Ha
2/Φ0 is the ux per
unit ell. Finally, Eq. (5) leads to:
nF = ∆
2/4piK, n = nH − M˜∆2R/4piK. (11)
We note that using Eq. (11) the two Eqs. (9)-(10) an
be related to similar expressions derived in Ref. [9, 10℄.
Nonetheless, a lear onnetion to the magnetization and
to the role of H vs B was laking in these papers. As a
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FIG. 1: (Color online) (a)-(b) M(H) and nF (H) below TBKT
from the numerial solution of Eqs. (9)-(10). The arrows in-
diate Hc1 aording to Eq. (14). At T = 0.4TBKT M(H)
shows a sharp kink at Hc1, where nF drops abruptly to small
values. At higher T these features are partly smoothened
out by thermal smearing. () Temperature dependene of the
mass term ∆H=0. Notie that ∆H=0 ∼ ∆Λ at TBKT , where
Λ = 6.9× 105 Å, ∆R ∼ 4× 10
−6
and ∆Λ = 1.9× 10
−5
.
prototype of 2D system we onsider a single layer of un-
derdoped Bi2212, with J(T ) = J0(1− T/TMF ) to mimi
the bare T dependene due to quasipartiles, J0 = 180
K and TMF = 120 K, whih gives TBKT = 84 K. For
d = 15 Å as the typial interlayer distane the magneti-
zation (8) is given in units of kBT/dΦ0 = (4.4 × 10−3T )
G (or (4.4 × T ) A/m in the notation of Ref. [7℄). More-
over, we use R ∼ 106a as the typial sample size,
with a = 40 Å, and hoose µ = 1.5µXY . With this
hoie of parameters one has always R ≫ Λ , so that
∆Λ ∼ 1/Λ≫ ∆R ∼ 1/
√
RΛ up to TBKT .
At H = 0 Eq.s (9)-(10) are satised for M˜ = 0 and
∆ solution of the equation 4Kg(∆H=0+∆Λ)
K = ∆2H=0.
At ∆Λ = 0 the solution ∆
2
H=0 = (4Kg)
2/(2−K)
is nite
only at K < 2, whih identies the BKT transition at
K = 2 (i.e. TBKT = piJ(TBKT )/2). When a nite ut-
o ∆Λ is introdued ∆H=0 approahes ∆Λ at TBKT , and
vanishes as ∆H=0 =
√
4Kg∆
K/2
Λ as T → 0, giving ∆ ≪
∆Λ,∆R already at T . 0.9TBKT , see Fig. 1. Observe
that at H = 0, where the same number of ± vorties are
thermally-indued, n = 0, and one an parametrize nF
in Eq. (11) via the vortex orrelation length ξ as 1/ξ2 ≡
nF /a
2 = ∆2H=0/4piKa
2
.
At H 6= 0 a nite M˜ appears, whih modies also
the ∆ value. In general, at low eld ∆ keeps the zero-
eld value ∆(H) ≈ ∆H=0 and M˜ grows linearly with
H . By further inreasing H , ∆ grows with respet to
∆H=0 and M˜ enters a non-linear regime. The slope of
M vs H , the absolute value of M˜ and the rossover eld
dier substantially above and below TBKT . Let us rst
analyze the ase T < TBKT , i.e. K > 2. For small M˜ one
has tanh(M˜) ≈ M˜ and cosh(M˜) ≈ 1, so that we obtain
M˜ = nH(4piK)/(∆
2+∆2R) and ∆(H) ≈ ∆H=0 from Eq.
(10) and Eq. (9), respetively. Sine ∆H=0 ≪ (∆R,∆Λ)
as T . 0.9TBKT , and ∆
2
R ∼ a2/RΛ, we obtain (using
8pi2KkBT/Φ
2
0 = 1/Λ):
M = − 1
4pi
2R
d
H, n = nH
∆2H=0
∆2R
≈ 0, (12)
where we reognize ux expulsion (n ≡ Ba2/Φ0 ≈ 0) and
the Meissner eet (−4piM = H/(1− η)) in the presene
of a large demagnetization fator η ∼ 1−d/R as expeted
in a thin lm[17, 18℄. At large eld instead cosh(M˜) ≈
eM˜/2 and tanh(M˜) ≈ 1. We then obtain that M˜ ≈
log(2∆2−K/p) from Eq. (9), and using ∆2 ≈ 4piKnH
from Eq. (10) we get:
M = −kBT
dΦ0
[
A(T ) +
(
TBKT
T
− 1
)
log
(
Φ0
a2H
)]
, (13)
with A(T ) = µ/kBT − (K/2) log(4piK). The linear
regime (12) survives up to a eld Hbl that an be de-
termined by the numerial solution of Eqs. (9)-(10). As
it is shown in Fig. 2b, Hbl is very low (∼ 10−6 G) but
nite at TKT . For this reason, the eld-independene of
M at ritiality implied by Eq. (13) is only valid above
Hbl , below whih M ∝ −H , as expeted. This low-eld
rossing to a linear behavior is missing in Ref. [11℄ where
M is alulated as a funtion of B. However, at large
elds where B ≈ H the dependene of M(B) on log(B)
derived there oinides with Eq. (13), apart from an ad-
ditional B dependene of M at ritiality that annot be
heked with the present variational alulation. Finally,
we notie that at T well below TBKT an estimate of H
b
l
an be obtained analytially by mathing the high-eld
and low-eld solutions for M˜ at ∆ ≈ ∆Λ:
Hc1 =
Φ0
4pi
(∆R/a)
2
K
[(2−K) log(2∆Λ)− log(8Kg)] ,
(14)
whih redues for T → 0 to the standard denition
of rst ritial eld in a SC lm, Hc1(T → 0) =
4(Φ0/4piΛR) log(Λ/2a)+ 4piµ/Φ0R[18℄. Indeed, as we an
see in Fig. 1a, at low T the magnetization displays a
sharp kink at Hc1 and inreases just above it, as indeed
expeted at the threshold of ux penetration (see also
nF in Fig. 1b). However, at higher temperatures suh a
kink in M disappears due to thermal smearing and the
minimum of M is loated at a eld higher than Hc1.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) (a) M(H) above and below TBKT
from the numerial solution of Eqs. (9)-(10). (b) Solid line:
the threshold eld H
a,b
l as a funtion of T . The points show
the analytial estimates (14)-(15), whih agree with the nu-
merial result exept in a small range near TBKT . () M(H)
in logarithmi sale (urves are spaed by 1K).
At T > TBKT , i.e. K < 2, M˜ shows again a rossover
from a linear to non-linear behavior at a eld Hal . To
estimate Hal we an expand the hyperboli funtions in
Eq.s (9)-(10) around M˜ = 0. For T suiently above
TBKT so that ∆
2
H=0 ≃ (4Kg)2/(2−K) ≫ (∆Λ,∆R) we
obtain the approximate solutions M˜ = (4piKnH)/∆
2
and
∆2 = ∆2H=0
[
1 + 1/(2−K)(Hξ/Φ0)2
]
, where ξ is the
zero-eld orrelation length dened above. When the
seond term in the square brakets is ≪ 1 the deviations
of ∆2 with respet to ∆2H=0 are negligible, so that
M = −kBT
dΦ20
ξ2H, H . Hal = 0.1
Φ0
ξ2
√
T − TBKT
T
(15)
At T suiently lose to TBKT sreening eets ut-o
both ∆ (i.e. ξ) and Hal , so that the estimate (15) is no
more valid, Hal attains a nite value and merges with
the eld Hbl disussed above, see Fig. 2b. As it was
known[11, 19℄ the funtional dependene of the low-eld
magnetizationM on the BKT orrelation length ξ in Eq.
(15) is the same as in the GL theory[15℄. However, the
ritial region H < Hal where suh a dependene is valid
turns out to be remarkably smaller than in the standard
GL theory[15℄, beause ξ diverges muh faster than in
the GL ase as T → TBKT .
In onlusion, we proposed a new theoretial frame-
work to investigate the KT physis of 2D superondu-
tors in a nite magneti eld, as given by the modied
sine-Gordon model (6) and the denitions (3)-(5) of the
physial quantities as a funtion of the applied magneti
eld H (instead of B). As we showed within a varia-
tional analysis of the model (6), we obtain a lear de-
sription of the Meissner phase below TBKT , and an es-
timate of the threshold eld Ha,bl for the appearane of
non-linear eets. Above TBKT the shrinking of the lin-
ear regime with respet to standard GL utuations is
a typial signature of the faster divergene of ξ within
the BKT theory. These results an shed new light on the
physis of vorties in uprates. Indeed, taking into a-
ount that in layered superondutors the intrinsi ut-o
RJ is provided by the interlayer oupling J⊥ instead of
Λ, RJ ∼ a
√
J/J⊥, our 2D alulations an be applied to
these systems in all the (T,H) range where ∆ ≫ 1/RJ
(so that for example large demagnetization eets are
not expeted in layered systems). Thus, the persistene
of a non-linear magnetization up to H ∼ 0.01 T in a wide
range of temperatures above TBKT found experimentally
in Ref. [7℄ an be a signature of the rapid dereasing of
Hal as T → TBKT , whih does not ontradit but even-
tually support the KT nature of the SC utuations in
these systems. Moreover, sine ξ inreases as µ inreases,
the extremely low values of Hal measured in Ref. [7℄ sug-
gest a value of µ larger than µXY , in agreement with the
result of Ref. [13℄ based on the analysis of the superuid
density, and all for a deeper investigation of the normal
phase existing in the vortex ores.
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